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Over recent days we have identified a requirement from many of our
customers for simple, affordable laptop rentals, due to the repercussions of
Covid-19 and the increased focus on remote working. Typically Our
business involves remarketing the laptops we process, however in light of
the demand from our customers for more flexible, temporary solutions, we
have ring-fenced the majority of our laptops for those of our customers and
partners whose operations have been affected by the virus. Orders
currently being taken for dispatch 10th  - 15th July 2020.

For now this service is only
available to customers of

Clickerr™, and on a limited,
first come, first served basis.

LAPTOP & IT RENTAL - FOR CLICKERR CUSTOMERS
AFFECTED BY COVID - 19

Laptop rental services to help Clickerr customers with remote working



Benefits of Renting

Cash Flow

Benefit

1. You can tailor your payment schemes as per your specific cash flow
or budgetary requirements.
2. We can arrive at a mutually convenient and agreed payment options
for the rentals to match your comfort levels while ensuring reasonable
and timely returns for us.
3. Rental may be paid monthly, in advance or back-ended, or quarterly
in advance.

Freedom to Choose

Required Equipment

1. Renting allows you to get equipment with required
technological sophistication instead
of being content with buying what your budget allows at
those points in time.
2. Brand/Configuration/age (new/pre-used) of
equipment as per your preference.

Protection Against

Obsolescence.

1. Renting allows you to get equipment with required
technological sophistication instead of being content
with buying what your budget allows at those points in
time.

Evade Inflation

1. Unlike other expenses such as salaries and utilities,
rental payments are fixed and do not amplify overtime.
This allows more precise profit and cash-flow planning.

Preserve Cash

1.  Renting option allows you to conserve your
investments for your core business needs rather than
using those funds in the infrastructure required to run
the said core business. Renting provides you with a
supplementary source of funding, allowing you to
preserve credit lines for other investment opportunities.

Why Buy It, When You Can Rent IT!



Obtain off-balance

sheet endowment

1. Equipment rented by you is not included as an asset in your balance
sheet under this OPEX model. This may increase your borrowing
capacity and improve key financial ratios such as debt-equity and
return on assets.

1.  Acquisition costs in opting for outright purchase get
enlarged by costs of installation, deployment,
decommissioning and trouble-shooting, etc. Renting
option thus works out cost-effective, reducing the TCO.

1. Preferred option for Exhibitions, Presentations,
Promotional Events, etc., or to meet sudden upsurge in
workloads. Ideal for start-ups and new organizations
during the establishment & debugging stage.

Benefits of Renting

Reduce Total Cost

Of Ownership (TCO)

Good Option also for

temporary needs

Project - Based

Needs

1. Renting is available for duration ranging from 1 month
to as long as 3 years or more



Why Rent From Clickerr

Brand/Configuration/age (new/pre-used) of equipment as per
your preference.

Adherence to committed schedules for delivery and support
operations.

Reasonable rental rates with payment plans drawn up to suit your
projected cash-flows

Ability to provide, if required by the client, legal version of OS &
Application Software like MS Office, etc.

Market reputation earned over time on the strength of all of the
above.
Clickerr’s belief that our growth and success is interlinked with our
client's prosperity and towards that end, we provide the best in
terms of services and products that will help both our clients & us
to achieve our desired goals.

Clickerr’s team of highly trained industry professionals works
together to achieve the potential of our Product and Services.
Working in seamless integration with our clients, helps us build
strong and lasting quality relationships with them. This way, we
strengthen our partnerships based on mutual cooperation and
understanding.

24x7 services for specific rental contracts.
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